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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Laser spectroscopy is an important tool in investigating the optical proper

ties of solids, including the study of higher energy electronic excited states, radi

ationless decay processes, multiphoton transitions and energy transfer processes. 

Understanding and characterizing the optical properties of materials is important 

in determining their potential use in high technology applications. 

Summary of Thesis 

The work presented in this thesis makes use of laser spectroscopy techniques 

to study the optical properties of some rare-earth-doped laser crystals and of Eu

doped silicate glasses. 

In the second chapter the results of a study of energy transfer and migration 

processes in Tm,Ho:YAG, Tm:YAG and Cr,Tm,Er:YAG crystals are presented. 

Energy transfer processes can enhance laser performance by increasing the pump

ing efficiency of the active ions, but can also decrease the efficiency of laser opera

tion through concentration quenching mechanisms. Characterizing energy transfer 

is thus important in developing efficient laser materials. Laser-induced grating 

spectroscopy was used to study spatial migration of energy among the Tm ions 

as a function of both temperature and Tm ion concentration. Efficient long range 

energy migration was found to take place in the 3F 4 level, which enhances the en

ergy transfer to Ho3+ ions. The parameters describing excitation migration were 

determined experimentally and used to calculate an overall Tm-Ho energy trans

fer rate. This was found to be in close agreement with the rate determined by 
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the results of fluorescence spectral dynamics measurements. Theoretical estimates 

were made of the fundamental ion-ion interaction rates responsible for each of the 

physical processes investigated here and the results were all found to be in close 

agreement with the experimentally determined values. 

The third chapter describes the results of an investigation using four-wave

mixing techniques to produce permanent laser-induced refractive index gratings 

in Eu3+ -doped silicate glasses. These gratings are associated with a thermally 

induced change in the local glass structure at the site of the Eu3+ ions, leading 

to a double-minimum potential well for the electronic energy levels of the Eu3+ 

ions. The effects on the characteristics of the permanent laser-induced gratings 

produced by changing the divalent modifier ions of the glass host are reported and 

a theoretical model is presented to explain the physical origin of the change in the 

refractive index of the material. 

In the fourth chapter a summary of results and conclusions are presented. 



CHAPTER II 

ENERGY TRANSFER PROCESSES IN RARE 

EARTH DOPED YAG CRYSTALS 

Introduction 

The development ofroom temperature lasers based on Y3 Als012:Tm3+, Ho3+ 

(Tm,Ho:YAG) crystals has led to a renewed interest in the optical properties of this 

material. As a result, a significant amount of work has been done in recent years 

on measuring the spectroscopic and lasing properties of the Tm,Ho:Y AG system 

[1-5]. The previous research has identified a complex chain of physical processes 

by which the pump photon energy is transferred from the Tm3+ to the Ho3+ ions. 

These processes are shown in Figure 1. In a diode laser-pumped Tm,Ho:YAG 

laser, the 3H4 level of the Tm ions is directly excited by the pump energy. This 

is followed by a cross-relaxation process between neighboring Tm ions which gives 

rise to two Tm ions in the 3F 4 level for each photon absorbed in the 3H4 level. This 

process increases the efficiency of energy transfer from the Tm3+ to the Ho3+ ions. 

There is spatial energy migration among the Tm ions in the 3F 4 level followed by 

direct transfer of energy from this level to the Ho 5I7 level [1]. It has also been 

suggested that an additional spatial energy migration process may occur in the 

3H4 level of the Tm ions in samples of high Tm concentration [2]. The properties 

of these complex processes have not been well characterized. Previous studies 

focused on the initial Tm cross-relaxation process [3] or on the overall Tm-Ho 

energy transfer efficiency [6,7]. A detailed understanding of the energy transfer 

processes in Tm,Ho:YAG crystals is important for modeling the optical pumping 

dynamics of these lasers in order to understand their operational properties and 

to optimize dopant concentrations to increase the efficiency of laser operation. 

3 
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Reported in this chapter are the results of a study of energy transfer and 

migration processes in Tm,Ho:YAG and Tm:YAG and Cr,Tm,Er:YAG laser crys

tals using both time-resolved and laser-induced grating spectroscopy. Figure 2 

shows the relevant energy levels of the Tm, Ho and Er ions and Figure 3 shows 

the processes investigated in this work. Special consideration is given to the en

ergy migration processes, which have received little attention in previous research. 

The fundamental properties of these processes can be accurately explained through 

theoretical models of ion-ion interaction mechanisms. The overall Tm-Ho energy 

transfer rate predicted as a result of sequential relaxation, migration, and trapping 

processes is shown to be consistent with the experimentally measured values. 

Theoretical Background 

When a material is exposed to light, energy may be absorbed through the 

creation of electronic excited states. The optically active ions that absorb this 

energy are called donors (D) or sensitizers. Later, this energy may be emitted in 

the form of light or heat by ions other than those initially excited. These latter ions 

are called acceptors (A) or activators. The movement of excitation energy from 

the donors to the acceptors is called "energy transfer". "Radiationless energy 

transfer" between ions may be thought of as a quantum mechanical resonance 

process involving the exchange of a virtual photon [8]. The transfer mechanism 

can be either an electromagnetic multipole-multipole interaction or an exchange 

interaction. Whenever an excited donor transfers its energy directly to an acceptor 

in the ground state, the transfer process is called "single-step energy transfer". 

If the transitions of the donor and acceptor ions occur at very nearly the same 

frequency, the energy transfer process is resonant. When a mismatch in energy 

between the transitions of D and A ions exists, D---+A energy transfer can occur 

through phonon-assisted processes. In situations when the donor concentration is 

much higher than the acceptor concentration, the excitation energy migrates many 

times between donors before transfer to an acceptor occurs. This process is known 

as "multistep energy transfer". 
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Single-Step Resonant Energy Transfer 

The electromagnetic interaction between a donor ion, D, and an acceptor 

ion, A, is responsible for the nonradiative energy transfer from D to A. The theory 

of transfer via electric dipole-dipole interaction was first developed by Forster [9] 

and later by Dexter [10] who expanded the treatment to multipole-multipole and 

to exchange interactions. 

Consider a donor ion, D, initially in the excited state, ,P~, and an acceptor 

ion, A, in the ground state, tPA· The primed quantities in this section will refer to 

excited states. The electrostatic Coulomb interaction between the electrons of the 

two ions is given by [11] 

1 e2/f HDA =- L: -~. __ .:...,..__ __ _ 
2 .. ,--. --. -+R I ,,J r D; - r A; - DA 

(1) 

Here ~ D; and ~A; represent the positions of the electrons i and j belonging 

to ions D and A, respectively, R DA is the donor-acceptor separation (the distance 

between the nuclei of D and A), the sum is over the electrons of the two ions and f 

is the dielectric constant of the host crystal. This interaction, also called Vander 

Waals' interaction, gives rise to Vander Waals' forces in molecular systems [11]. 

Using a Taylor series expansion about RDA, the electrostatic interaction, HDA, can 

be expressed as a multipole expansion, the leading terms corresponding to elec

tric dipole-dipole, electric dipole-quadrupole and electric quadrupole-quadrupole 

interactions (10,11]. 

According to the time-dependent perturbation theory, the energy transfer 

rate (energy transfer probability per unit time) from D to A is given by Fermi's 

Golden Rule and, for resonant transfer, can be written as [10] 

(2) 

where W i and W 1 are the initial and final antisymmetrized wave functions of the 

system and PE is the density of final states. Wi corresponds to the case when the 

donor ion, D, is in the excited state, t/Jb, and the acceptor, A, is in the ground 
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state, tPA, and 'I! 1 corresponds to the case when Dis in its ground state, t/Jv, while 

A is in the excited state, ,P~. Due to lattice vibrations, the initial and final levels 

of D and A are not well defined. The wavefunctions and the density of states can 

then be treated as functions of energy [10]. 

For a dipole-dipole interaction mechanism between D and A, the transfer 

rate can be written [10] as 

WvA = 31i(2~i:~9b9A ~~I dE {I dwbpb(wb) I Cr+v(wb,wb- E)) 12 } x 

{I dwAPA(WA) I (~ A(WA,WA +E)) 12 } 

{3) 

where (~ v) = (t/Jb I 7=:6 I t/Jv), (~A) = (tPA I rA I ,P~), p'v(wb) and PA(wA) 

represent the probability that D is in the particular state of energy w.D, and A is 

in the state of energy WA, respectively, gband 9A are the degeneracy of the excited 

state of D and of the ground state of A, respectively, and 

{4) 

The sums over I and F represent sums over all possible transitions that can con

tribute to the transfer, that is, sums over iv, iA, fv and fA {here i and f refer to 

the initial and final states of D and A ions). 

The matrix elements in Equation 3 are the same as those appearing in the 

oscillator strengths, absorption coefficients and decay times associated with the 

transitions of D and A ions and can, therefore, be related to these measurable 

quantities. 

For an electric dipole transition, the probability of emission of a photon of 

energy E by an ion in a crystalline medium, is given by the Einstein A coefficient 

[10) 

where the sum is over all transitions, n is the index of refraction of the host crystal, 

Be is the average value of the electric field in the crystal, 3 is the field in the vacuum 

and (~if)= (t/J: I~ I tPJ), t/Ji being the initial state and tPJ, the final state of the 
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ion. The shape of the function A(E) is given by the emission spectrum of the ion 

and 

JA(E)dE = -1-
Tra.d 

(6) 

where 1/Tra.d is the radiative decay rate of the excited state. If the normalized 

emission spectrum is given by the function f(E), which is normalized such that 

j f(E)dE = 1, (7) 

then, we can write 

A(E) = f(E). 
Trad 

(8) 

Using Equations 5 and 8, we have 

"'"'/I(-+ (I I ))12 I( l)dw' 31i42gl (::::)2 1 f() L.J L.J r if w , w - E P w = 4 3 2 E3 ;;:;;- - E . 
i f n e ..... c Tra.d 

(9) 

The probability of absorption of a photon of energy E is given by the Einstein 

B coefficient as applied to ions in a crystal host '[10] 

(10) 

Here {~iJ) = (1/Ji I ~ 11/J/), where tPi is the initial state and 1/J/ , the final state 

of the ion. 

The absorption cross-section, defined as the ratio of the absorption coefficient 

(em -l) to the number density of the absorbing centers. (em - 3), is related to B (E) 

by [10] 

u (E) = 21rn1iE B (E). 
c 

(11) 

Introducing the function F(E), which represents the normalized absorption line

shape, such that 

u (E)= QF (E), {12) 

where 

j F(E)dE = 1 (13) 
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and Q is the area under the absorption spectrum 

Q=ju(E)dE (14) 

and using Equations 10, 11 and 12 we get 

'L'Lj p(w)dw I (r\J(w,w+E)) 12= 4 ~1i~g E (;)
2 

QF(E). (15) 
i I 11"en -c 

Equations 9 and 15 are general and can be used for either D or A. It should be 

pointed out that Equation 9 is valid only when there are no interactions between the 

emitting ion and any other ion. If there are interactions that change the emission 

band shape or the decay time, then this equation is not applicable. Applying 

Equation 9 to the donor ion, D, and Equation 15 to the acceptor ion, A, we can 

rewrite Equation 3 as 

WnA = 31i4c4QA ( 3 ) 4 j fn (E) FA (E) dE 
411" R!bA n4'TD Vf-3c E4 

(16) 

where 'TD is the intrinsic decay time of the donor ion, in the absence of acceptors. 

Since the average field strength [10] in a medium is (3c/3) 2 = 1/f, it is common 

practice to approximate the electric field factor [3/ ( Vf-3c)]4 as unity and introduce 

a quantity Ro defined as [8] 

~ = 31i4c4 QA j fn (E) FA (E) dE. 
411"n4 E 4 

{17) 

Ro is called "critical interaction distance" and represents the distance around the 

excited donor ion at which the nonradiative energy transfer rate is equal to the 

intrinsic decay rate of the donor. The integral in Equation 17 represents "the 

spectral overlap integral" of the donor normalized emission spectrum, fn (E), and 

the acceptor normalized absorption spectrum, FA (E). Equation 17 can also be 

written in the equivalent form 

31i4c4 j 
~ = -QA .\6 fn (.\)FA(.\) d.\ 

411"n4 
(18) 

wherefn (.\)and FA(.\) are normalized such that f fn (.\)d.\= 1 and f FA(.\) d.\= 

1. Using Equation 18, W DA can be written as 

WnA = __!_ (.l!!!_) 6 

rn RnA 
(19) 
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Similar expressions can be derived for the energy transfer by electric dipole

quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions, i.e. 

1 ( Ro )n WnA=- --
rn RnA 

(20) 

where n = 8,10 for dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions, 

respectively. 

In real crystals there is a random distribution of donors and acceptors. An 

excited donor can interact with all unexcited acceptors and, in order to account for 

the distribution in donor-acceptor separations, averages must be performed over 

the volume V of the sample. 
--+ 

If Pi (t) is the probability that the donor i at position Ri is excited at time 

t, following a b'-function excitation pulse at t=O, then the function Pi (t) evolves in 

time according to the equation [12] 

(21) 

--+ 
where Rj is the position of acceptor j, NA is the total number of acceptors in 

the sample, 1/rn is the donor intrinsic decay rate in the absence of acceptors and 

W DA is the probability of D-A energy transfer per unit time. It is assumed that 

no A-+A transfer or A-+D back-transfer occurs. The solution of Equation 21 with 

the initial condition 

Pi (0) = 1 (22) 

is given by [12] 

(23) 

The mode of decay described by Equation 23 depends on the particular distri

bution of acceptors around donor i. Let p(t) be the statistical average of Pi (t) 

over the various possible acceptor environments. Let also u(R) be the probability 

distribution of D-A distances R in the volume of the sample V. Assuming uniform 
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distributions for both donors and acceptors, u is equal to 1/V and p(t) is given by 

[12] 

(24) 

where V=(4/3)11'R~ and 

(25) 

The limit in Equation 24 is taken for a large solid, but in such a way that NA/V 

remains constant. In order to calculate p ( t) we need to know the function W DA (R). 

For multipole-multipole energy transfer mechanisms, W DA (R) is given by Equation 

20. In this case I( t) can be written as 

411' /Rv [ (Ro)n t l In (t) = V }Rm R2dRexp - R TD (26) 

where Rm is the smallest possible D-A spacing and n is the multipole order. Making 

a change of variables x=(Ro/R)nt/rD in Equation 26 and integrating by parts we 

get [13] 

In= 1-x~n [r (1- !) + (!) x~1 exp(-xm)] (27) 

where r (c) is the gamma function, 

Xy = ( Ro ) n .!.__ 
Rv TD 

(28) 

and 

(29) 

For Xm > 1 the second term in the bracket can be neglected compared with the 

first term. This approximation means t/rD > (Rm/ Ro)" and may be good even 

at very short times since Ro is generally several times larger than Rm [13]. In this 

limit, we can write 
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If NA ~ oo, Rv ~ oo and the concentration of acceptors, CA = NA/ (411"R~/3) = 

canst., Equation 30 becomes [13] 

[ CA ( 3) ( t ) 3/nl [/, (t))NA ~ exp -Cor 1-;; TD (31) 

and using Equation 24, p(t) is given by 

[ t CA ( 3) ( t ) 3/nl p(t) = exp - TD- Cor 1-; TD • (32) 

Here c0 is the critical concentration defined by 

(33) 

The number of excited donors, nD (t), obeys a similar equation 

[ t CA ( 3) ( t ) 3/""] nD (t) = nD (0) exp - TD - Cor 1 - n TD • (34) 

The intensity of fluorescence from the donors, _which represents the quantity of 

direct experimental interest, is proportional to nD (t) and, therefore, evolves in 

time in a similar way 

[ t c ( 3) ( t ) 3/nl rp(t) = rp(O)exp -TD- ;r 1-; TD • (35) 

Equation 32 was first derived by Forster [9] for a dipole-dipole interaction 

mechanism between D and A (i.e. n=6) 

(36) 

where 

(37) 

(38) 

Pdd (t) given by Eq. 38 is known as Forster's static decay function. 
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Multistep Energy Transfer 

Characterizing multistep energy transfer involves both describing the dynam

ics of the donor-donor energy migration process and describing the donor-acceptor 

energy trapping. To do this, it is necessary to account for both the D-D and the 

D-A relative separations. This problem can be treated using either a random walk 

model or a diffusion model [8). In the random walk model, the excitation or "ex

citon" is modeled as undergoing a random walk on a three dimensional lattice of 

donors before becoming trapped at an acceptor site. 

An approach developed by Burshtein [16) treated the energy transfer rate 

as a random variable in a stochastic hopping process. The excitation hops from 

donor to donor before being transferred to an acceptor. The population of excited 

donors (assuming delta function excitation at time t=O) obeys the equation 

Nv (t) = Nv (0) {p(t) exp (-.!._) + .!_ r p(t- t') exp [-t- t'] N (t') dt'}. 
To To Jo - To 

(39) 

Here To is the average excitation hopping time among the donors and p ( t) rep

resents the probability distribution function of excited donors population in the 

absence of energy migration among donors and, for a multipole-multipole interac

tion mechanism between donors, is given· by Eq. 32. Burshtein pointed out [16) 

that the actual modulation of the donor decay process is effected only by hops 

with the same, "most probable" migration rate 1/To (smaller rates are immaterial 

and larger ones do not lead to noticeable spatial displacements, and consequently 

do not change the acceptor surroundings around the donor). For the case when 

the donor- donor interaction is a dipole-dipole mechanism, the "most probable" 

migration rate among donors is calculated as the rate at which the Laplace trans

form of the Forster's static decay function (Eq. 38) for the donor-donor transfer 

reaches its maximum value, and is given by [16), [17) 

1 832o6 I 
To = 27 'Tr nD.LI.(JDD TD (40) 

where RoDD is the critical interaction distance for the donor-donor transfer process. 
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The function Nv(t) is non-exponential fort small enough that migration in 

unimportant. In this limit Nv(t) approaches the form for the no-migration case, 

p( t). This is so because at early times only donors with nearby acceptors are 

decaying; time is not sufficient for the excitation to hop among the donors before 

being transferred to the acceptors. For large t, Nv(t) decays exponentially at a rate 

determined by migration. At these later times the only donors that are still excited 

are those far away from any acceptor. The excitation first hops among donor ions 

until it gets to a donor near an acceptor, and then it is transferred to an acceptor. 

As migration becomes more rapid (i.e. r01 increases), the boundary between these 

two regions shifts to shorter times until, for sufficiently fast migration, the decay 

appears to be purely exponential. Burshtein showed [16,17] that, for the case 

when both the D-D interaction and the D-A interaction are by a dipole-dipole 

mechanism, at large t, Nv (t) decays exponentially at a rate TD1 + KM. Here, KM 

represents the overall energy transfer rate from donors to acceptors in the presence 

of excitation migration among the donor ions. KM- was calculated by Burshtein for 

two limiting cases: RonA ~ Ronn and RonA ::> Ronn, where RonA is the critical 

interaction distance for the D-A transfer process. The results are 

( 41) 

for the case when RonA ~ Ronn [16,17,19], and 

(42) 

for RoDA :;> RoDD [18,19]. 

Huber developed a model [20] in which the treatment of multistep energy 

transfer is based on a set of coupled rate equations for the donors 

(43) 

Here P n is the probability that the nth donor is excited at time t, W nn' is the 

transfer rate from donor n to donor n', "YR is the radiative decay rate of the donors, 

Xn is the transfer rate from a donor to a nearby acceptor. It is assumed that 
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the transfer rates are symmetric {i.e. Wnn' = Wn'n) and that there is no A-+D 

back-transfer. 

The population of excited donors can be written as 

ND (t) = ND (0) exp ( -1Rt) f (t) (44) 

where ND(O) represents the number of excited donors at time t=O, assuming delta 

function excitation at t=O, and f(t) is called the "survival" function and evolves in 

time according to Eq. 43 with 'YR = 0. In order to obtain an expression for ND(t), 

the survival function must be calculated from the rate equations 43 with 'YR = 0. 

This constitutes a very complex problem, given the random distributions of donors 

and acceptors. Exact solutions for all values of the acceptor concentration can be 

obtained only in two limiting cases: no migration among donors and (infinitely) 

rapid donor-donor transfer. The first case constitutes the static limit and the result 

is [20] 

f (t) =II [{1 - CA) + CA exp ( -Xont)]. (45) 
n 

Here indices O,n refer to sites on the lattice, Xon is the transfer rate from a donor at 

site 0 to an acceptor at site n and CA represents the fraction of lattice sites occupied 

at random by acceptor ions. Eq. 45is a well-known result derived earlier by Inokuti 

and Hirayama (21 ]. In the second case (rapid transfer limit) it is assumed that all 

donors are in contact with one another and, for t>O, have an equal probability of 

being excited. In this case f(t) is given by [20] 

(46) 

In the intermediate regime (between the static and rapid transfer limits) the so

lution is calculated in the form of the Laplace transform of the survival function 

[20] 

(47) 

The rate equations 43 can be written, using operators, as 

d~it) =- (l"fR +X) P (t) + fP (t) (48) 
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where the matrix elements of the operators above are defined as 

[f]nn' = Cnn' L: Wnn" - {1 - Cnn') Wn'n' (49) 
nn11 

(50) 

I is the identity operator and P(t) is the column vector 

P(t) = (51) 

Here ND is the total number of donor ions. Using the average-t-matrix approxi

mation, which is a method of averaging in random systems with a small number 

of traps, Huber calculated f(s) as [20,23] 

f (s) = [s + CA L:tnn: (s)]-l 
nn1 

(52) 

where the t-matrix obeys the equation [20,23] 

tnn' (s) = XonCnn'- L:Xon(9nn" (s))tn"n' (s) (53) 
n" 

in which g( s) is a Green function characterizing the donor-donor excitation transfer 

in the absence of acceptors and is given by 

g (s) = [sl + rr1 (54) 

and (9nn") represents the configurational average of g. It must be pointed out that 

Eqs. 52 and 53 apply only to systems where the number of acceptors is small in 

comparison with the number of donors (i.e. cA/ CD <::1, where CD is the fraction of 

lattice sites occupied by donor ions). 

Huber extended the results to arbitrary values ofthe ratio cA/cD by using the 

coherent potential approximation (CPA) [22]. In this case f(s) is given by [22,23] 

(55) 



where Xcp A ( s) is the solution of the nonlinear self-consistent equation [22) 

fXJ dXP (X) [X- XcPA (s)] = O. 
lo 1 +[X- XcPA (s)] R(s) 
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(56) 

Here P(X) is the normalized probability distribution function of the donor-acceptor 

transfer rate X, R(s) is the Laplace transform of the conditional probability, R(t), 

that a donor excited at t=O is still excited at a later time t in the presence of 

acceptors. 

From Eq. 55 the asymptotic behavior of f(t) as t~ oo (s~ 0) is inferred as 

[23] 

f (t) --.J exp [-XcPA (0) t]. (57) 

An analytic expression for XcPA (0) can be written only in the limit of low acceptor 

concentration and for the case when both D-D and D-A interactions are of dipole

dipole type [22,23] 

(58) 

Equation 58 above gives an evaluation of the overall donor-acceptor transfer rate 

for the case of low acceptor concentration. 

For the case when the D-D transfer is through a dipole-dipole mechanism, 

Huber derived an expression for the diffusion coefficient for excitation migration 

among donors, assuming the donors form a cubic lattice [20] 

n-!~~-1-
- 6 TD k=l ~k 

(59) 

where Rok is the distance from a donor at site 0 to a donor at site k. Changing to 

a continuum, we get 
D = !~ f'0 41rnDr2dr 

6 TD Jc1. r 4 

where dis the average donor-donor distance, 

Equations 60 and 61 give 

d= (-3 )1/3 
47rnD 

D =! (47r)4/3 n4/3~ 
2 3 D TD 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 
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Equation 62 represents a result obtained earlier by Trlifaj [24]. Huber pointed 

out [20,23] that the calculation of the diffusion constant of a disordered array of 

donors is a very complicated problem. For low donor concentrations (en ~1 ), 

Dcx: (.ngvvfrv) n413 since D has units of (length)2/time and the length scale is 

set by the average distance between the donor ions, the lattice parameter being 

unimportant. In this case Eq. 62 constitutes a reasonable first approximation for 

the diffusion coefficient [20,23]. 

Another model for multistep energy transfer was developed by Blumen and 

Silbey [25]. Assuming a hopping mechanism of excitation transfer and using a 

standard Forster equation (Eq. 32), the authors calculated an average excitation 

hopping rate between donors, the probability that a hop is to an acceptor site 

and derived an expression for the energy trapping rate. For dipole-dipole trans

fer mechanisms between the donor ions and between donors and acceptors, the 

trapping rate is given by [25] 

KT = [4; f (~) r nDnA~DD~DA/TD (63) 

where f (X) is the gamma function. 

Time-Resolved Fluorescence Spectroscopy 

Samples and Experimental Procedure 

The samples used in this work were Tm,Ho:YAG, Tm:YAG, Ho:YAG, 

Cr,Tm,Er:YAG and Er:YAG crystals with different dopant concentrations, grown 

by the standard Czochralski technique. The dopant concentration of each sample 

is listed in Table I. 

The experiments performed include the measurement of optical absorption 

and emission spectra, fluorescence rise time and transient fluorescence decay mea

surements. The experimental setup for time-resolved spectroscopy and fluorescence 

emission spectra is shown in Figure 4. For the emission spectra measurements an 

argon-ion laser tuned to the 465.8 nm line was used to resonantly excite Tm ions 



TABLE I 

CONCENTRATIONS OF SAMPLES USED 
FOR ENERGY TRANSFER STUDIES 

Concentrations ( x 1 020cm - 3) 

1 14.1 

2 8.2 0.69 

3 5.6 

4 0.14 

5 0.69 

6 8.2 0.55 1.4 

7 2.7 
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Figure 4. Experimental setup for time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy 
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in the 1G4 energy level. The excitation laser beam was focused on the sample and 

the resulting fluorescence was collected at a 90° angle with respect to the laser 

beam. The near infrared emission spectra were obtained using a 0.22 m Spex 

model1681B spectrometer with gratings blazed at 1.25pm and 2 pm, and a PbS 

detector. The monochromator slit width was kept at 0.25 mm, giving a spectral 

resolution of ,...., lnm. 

In the visible spectral region, emission spectra were obtained using a Spex 

0.85 m double spectrometer with a 500 nm blazed grating and a Hammamatsu 

R446 photomultiplier tube. All emission spectra were corrected for grating and de

tector response. For emission rise time and transient emission decay measurements 

a nitrogen laser-pumped dye laser with an approximately 10 ns pulse duration was 

used to excite the 1G4 level of the Tm ions. For the transient measurements in the 

near infrared region of the spectra, an InSb detector with a rise time of,...., Ips was 

used. For all fluorescence emission measurements the signal from the detector was 

averaged by an EG&G boxcar averager and stored on a computer. 

The absorption spectra were obtained using a computer-controlled Carry 

2400 spectrophotometer. For the low temperature measurements the samples were 

mounted in a cryostat and the temperature was controlled using a closed cycle 

helium refrigerator and a Lake Shore temperature controller. 

Experimental Results and Interpretation 

Room temperature emission and absorption spectra due to transitions associ

ated with the 3F 4 energy level of Tm3+ , and absorption spectra due to transitions 

associated with the 5h energy level of Ho3+ , were measured using samples 1 and 

5, respectively. Figures 5 and 6 show the normalized emission and absorption spec

tra for these transitions. These are the spectra needed to determine the ion-ion 

interaction rates for energy migration among the Tm3+ ions in the 3F 4 level and 

for the Tm-Ho energy transfer. 
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Figure 5. Normalized emission and absorption spectra of the transitions involving 
the Tm 3F 4 level at room temperature 
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Figure 6. Normalized emission and absorption spectra of the transitions involving 
the Tm 3F 4 and Ho 517 energy levels, respectively, at room temper-
ature 
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Low temperature emission and absorption spectra associated with transitions 

involving the 3F 4 level of Tm3+ were obtained using sample 1. Figure 7 shows the 

normalized emission and absorption spectra of these transitions at a temperature 

of 12 K. These spectra are needed to understand the temperature dependence of 

the energy migration among Tm3+ ions in the 3F 4 level. 

Figure 8 shows the near infrared emission from the 3F 4 and 517 levels of the 

Tm3+ and Ho3+ ions, respectively. These spectra were measured after pumping 

the Tm 1G4 energy level at room temperature using sample 2. The fluorescence 

decay from these metastable levels was found to be exponential in both cases with 

the same lifetime of"' 6.5 ms. The rise time of the fluorescence emission from the 

Ho 517 level is shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the decay of the fluorescence 

from the Tm 3F4 metastable level obtained using sample 4. As can be seen in 

Figure 10, the decay is exponential with a lifetime of"' 11 ms. This value should 

provide a good approximation for the intrinsic lifetime of the Tm 3F 4 energy level 

in YAG. 

Room temperature absorption spectra for transitions associated with the 

4 I 1312 energy level of the Er ions were measured using sample 7. Figure 11 shows the 

normalized absorption spectra associated with these transitions and the normalized 

emission spectra for transitions between 3F 4- 3H6 levels of the Tm ions. These 

spectra are needed to calculate the ion-ion interaction rates for the Tm-Er energy 

transfer process. 

The measured absorption and emission spectra described above can be used 

to calculate spectral overlap integrals needed to predict the critical interaction 

distances associated with the ion-ion interaction rates. Using Eq. 18 and the 

spectra presented above, the critical interaction distances for the Tm-Tm and 

Tm-Ho interaction processes were calculated. These values are listed in Table II. 

An overall Tm --+ H o energy transfer rate can be calculated from the results 

of fluorescence spectral dynamics measurements in sample 2. 

Consider a nonradiative cross-relaxation process between two systems of ions, 

D and A, illustrated in Figure 12. The rate equations for the populations of the 
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Figure 7. Normalized emission and absorption spectra of the transitions involving 
the Tm 3F4 level at a temperature of 12 K 
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Figure 11. Normalized emission and absorption spectra of the transitions involv
ing the Tm 3F 4 and Er 4! 13; 2 energy levels, respectively, at room 
temperature 



TABLE II 

CRITICAL INTERACTION DISTANCES 
CALCULATED IN THIS WORK 

Energy Transfer Process Rcrit. Temperature 

(A) (K) 

16.0 293 

Tm 3F 4 - Tm 3F 4 . 11.5 12 

17.3 293 

9.0 293 
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Figure 12. Nonradiative cross-relaxation between two systems of ions, D and A 



various levels can be written as [14) 

ttN2 =--r~N2- N2n1wcr/n 

dN- dN dt 1--dt 2 

1tn2 =- -r~ n2 + N2n1wcr/n 

d - d dtn1 - - dtn2. 
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(64) 

Here Tj)1 is the intrinsic decay rate of the donors, D, T_A1 is the intrinsic decay rate 

of the acceptors, A, Wcr is the cross-relaxation rate between the two systems of ions, 

N1 and N2 are the number ofions in level1 and 2, respectively, of system D, n1 and 

n2 are the number of ions in level1 and 2 of system A, N is the total number of ions 

in system D and n, the total number of ions in system A. In the above equations it 

is assumed that system A is pumped only through cross-relaxation from system D 

and that, for simplicity, there is no back-transfer from A--+D. Taking the time at 

the end of the excitation pulse to be t=O, and using the approximations N1 ::::::: N 

and n 1 ::::::: n, the following solutions are obtaine~ [14) 

N2 (t) = N2 (0) e-(wcr+TD1)t 

n (t) = [n (0) + w_:r - N (0)] e- .. ~ - w_:r - N (0) e-(wcr+-rD1)t. 
2 2 W +-r 1 T 1 2 W +-r 1_7' 1 2 erD-A crD A 

(65) 

If the excitation pulse is short enough, a maximum can occur for n2 ( t) at a time 

tmax after the end of the pulse. The time tmax can be calculated by setting 

(66) 

Using Eqs. 65 and 66 we get [14) 

1 { [ T_A 1 l T_A 1 (TiJ1 + Wcr- T.A1) n2 (0)} 
tmax = -1 -1 ln -1 + ( ) JI.T (0) · TA -Tv - Wcr Tv + Wcr Tj)1 + Wcr Wcr 1Y2 

(67) 

Eq. 67 can be applied to the Tm,Ho:YAG system, where the Tm ions are the 

donors, D, and the Ho ions are the acceptors, A. The fluorescence emission signal 

from the 5h level of the Ho ions, shown in Figure 9, rises from zero to a maximum 

value in 330±30JLs. Using this value for tmax, a value of 6.5 ms for the intrinsic 

lifetime of the 5h energy level of Ho ions in YAG [15), Eq. 67 predicts a value for 

the Tm--+Ho energy transfer rate of Wcr = 1.3 x 104 sec - 1 • 
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Energy transfer theories, presented earlier in this chapter, that account 

specifically for both energy migration among donors and transfer to acceptors 

were employed to calculate theoretical predictions for the overall Tm-Ho trans

fer rate using the data in Table II. Huber's theory (Eq.58) gives a transfer rate 

of 4.5 x 1()3 sec -I, while Blumen and Silbey's model (Eq. 63) predicts a rate of 

6.3 x 103 sec - 1 . As can be seen from Table II, in our case RoDD ~ RoDA and, 

in applying Burshtein theory, it is not clear whether Eq. 41 or Eq. 42 should 

be used, so both equations were used. The transfer rate calculated using Eq. 41 

is 2.2 x 103 sec - 1 , while Eq. 42 gives a rate of 3.1 x 103 sec - 1 • It is seen that 

these theories predict transfer rates which are a few times times lower than the 

value obtained from experimental data using Eq. 67. However, considering the 

approximations used in the theoretical models and those made in deriving Eq. 67, 

the results presented above are in reasonably good agreement. 

Fluorescence spectroscopy investigations performed at room temperature on 

sample no. 7 by pumping directly the 1G4 level of the Tm ions showed that no 

fluorescence emission from the Er ions occured. This implies that, under these 

excitation· conditions, no detectable energy transfer from the Tm to the Er ions 

takes place. This result is not surprising, considering that the critical interac

tion distance calculated for the Tm-Er energy transfer is much smaller than the 

value obtained for the efficient Tm-Ho transfer process which has been observed 

experimentally. 

Transient Laser-Induced Grating Spectroscopy 

Laser-induced grating (LIG) spectroscopy has been shown to be an important 

method of investigating energy transfer among ions in solids [26-28]. It is the only 

experimental technique that can directly measure resonant interactions that result 

in spatial energy migration without spectral transfer. 

In this research LIG spectroscopy measurements were performed using non

degenerate four-wave-mixing techniques to write and probe transient population 

gratings of Tm3+ ions in the 3F 4 energy level. In order to use LIG spectroscopy to 
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study the excitation migration among the Tm3+ ions in the 3F 4 metastable state, 

the LIG decay dynamics were measured for different grating spacings. As the grat

ing spacing decreases, energy migration from the peak to the valley regions of the 

grating becomes more efficient in destroying the LIG. 

LIG spectroscopy is capable of detecting energy migration processes only 

when the migration occurs over a distance comparable with the size of the peak

to-valley region of the grating; it is not capable of detecting short-range energy 

transfer processes. 

Theoretical Background 

The excitation migrating on a lattice of donors can be considered to be a 

localized exciton, sometimes referred to as a Frenkel or Davydov exciton [8]. The 

dynamics of exciton motion can be described by the Generalized Master Equation 

(GME) approach [29-33], which provides a unified analysis of coherent and inco

herent excitation migration processes among donor ions in crystals. The GME is 

given by [29] 

dP;t (t) =lot dt' ~ [Wmn (t- t') Pn (t')- Wnm (t- t') Pm (t')]- PmT (t) (68) 

Here Tis the exciton lifetime, Pn(t) is the probability of occupation of site n, and 

Wmn(t) is the rate of energy transfer from site m to site n; it is called the "memory 

function" and describes the degree of coherence of the exciton migration process 

[29] . The fundamental problem of the GME theory is the calculation of the memory 

functions. Consider an exciton in a crystal of N sites with all site energies equal 

and site-to-site interaction matrix elements V mn ( Vmn = (m I H I n) ). In the 

absence of phonons the exciton motion is purely coherent and is governed by the 

Schroedinger equation [30] 

dem '"V. -d = -z L...J mnCn· 
t n 

(69) 
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Here Cm (t) = (m I .,P (t)) is the ampitude at the mth site, I m) is a localized state, 

I .,P) is the system state, 1i is taken to be equal to 1, and 

(70) 

To calculate the memory functions, Equation 68 can be rewritten as [29] 

(71) 

where 

(72) 
n 

and 

(73) 

for m =f:. n , and the exciton lifetime is neglected for the time being. Due to 

the translational invariance of the system, we can write Amn = Am-n,o = Am-n· 

Introducing the discrete Fourier transforms of Pm (t) and Am-n (t) 

pic (t) = L: Pm (t) eilcm (74) 
m 

Ale (t) = L: A, (t) eilcl (75) 
l 

and taking the Fourier and Laplace transforms of Equation 71 leads to a solution 

for the memory functions [29] in the form 

(76) 

Here f is the Laplace variable and tildes denote Laplace transforms. In obtaining 

Equation 76 the initial condition that the exciton occupies a single site, labelled 

zero, was used (i.e. P0 (0) = 1). The probabilities Pm (t) can be calculated from 

Equation 69 through the discrete Fourier transform technique and by using Equa

tion 70. The result is [29] 

Pm (t) = ~ L e-it(V"-Vq)e-im(lc-q) 
lc,q 

(77) 
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where Vk is the discrete Fourier transform of Vm-n defined as in Equation 75. 

Using Equations 77 and 7 4 in Equation 76, the memory functions for coherent 

exciton motion can be calculated [29] as 

(78) 

Here the f integration is on the Bromwich contour and constitutes the Laplace 

inversion. It should be pointed out that Equation 78 is valid for any form and 

strength of the intersite interaction, Vmn, any lattice type and any size of the crys

tal, provided that translational invariance applies. The case of partially coherent 

motion in which the exciton interacts with the phonon bath is treated by introduc

ing the phonon scattering rate, a. The memory functions in this case are obtained 

[30] from Equation 78 by replacing f with (f +a). 

The infinite one-dimensional crystal with nearest-neighbor interactions given 

by 

(79) 

provides a particular case of interest because it approximates the one-dimensional 

nature of the transient excited state population gratings. The Fourier transform 

of Equation 79 gives 

Vk = 2Vcosk (80) 

and the double transform Wk (f) of the memory functions can be evaluated exactly 

[29] as 

- [ (k)]l/2 Wk (f) = - f2 + 16V2 sin 2 2 (81) 

Using Equations 72 and 73 we have [29] 

(82) 

and recognizing the Laplace transform of (ljt) J1 (t) or of (Jo (t) + J2 (t)], we can 

write (30] 

Ak (t) = [8V2 sin 2 (k/2)] { J0 [4Vt sin (k/2)] + J2 [4Vt sin (k/2)]} (83) 
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where J0 and J2 are the Bessel functions.Taking the inverse Fourier transform of 

Equation 83 and using Bessel function identities, the memory functions Wmn (t) 

can be calculated as [30] 

Wmn (t) = 2V2[J!-n+l (2Vt) + J!-n-1 (2Vt) + 
2Jm-n-1 (2Vt) Jm-n+l (2Vt)- 2J!-n (2Vt)- (84) 

Jm-n (2Vt) Jm-n+2 (2Vt)- Jm-n (2Vt) Jm-n-2 (2Vt)]. 

Here J; (2Vt) is the Bessel function of order i. Equation 84 can also be written in 

the compact form [29] 

(85) 

Equation 84 shows that memories exist between every pair of sites in the crystal 

although the Hamiltonian has only nearest-neighbor matrix elements. The memory 

functions for partially coherent exciton motion are obtained [29] by multiplying the 

right-hand side of Equation 84 by e-at, i.e. 

Wmn (t) = 2V2e-at{J!-n+l (2Vt} + J!-n-1 (2Vt) + 
2Jm-n-1 (2Vt) Jm-n+l (2Vt)- 2J!-n (2Vt)

Jm-n (2Vt) [Jm-n+2 (2Vt) + Jm-n-2 (2Vt)]}. 

(86) 

Equation 86 is valid for any degree of coherence. The incoherent limit is obtained 

from this equation when a --+ oo, V--+ oo, such that V 2 I a =const. In this case, 

the GME with the memory functions 86 reduces to the Master Equation [29] 

dPm (t) 
dt = F [Pm+l (t) + Pm-1 (t)- 2Pm (t)] (87) 

where F = 2V2 I a is the nearest-neighbor transfer rate. 

The GME formalism can be applied to the analysis of transient grating exper

iments by noticing that the square root of the grating signal intensity is essentially 

the Fourier component P11 (t) of the probabilities Pm (t) [29] 

[I (t)]1/ 2 = const. L Pm (t) ei11m = const.P11 (t) (88) 
m 

where TJ is the dimensionless wavevector of the transient grating 

TJ = (4~a) sin(fJI2). (89) 
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Here a is the intersite separation, .\is the excitation wavelength and(} is the crossing 

angle of the exciting beams that write the grating. The theoretical problem is 

therefore the one of calculating the solutions of the GME 68 in the Fourier domain 

with the initial condition (29] 

Pm (0) = const. (1 +cos (17m)] (90) 

which corresponds to only three Fourier components P0 , p11, p-11 being excited. 

Equations 68, 71 and 90 lead to (29] 

dS (t) + S (t) + r dt'A11 (t- t') S (t') = 0 
dt T lo (91) 

where 

S (t) = [I (t)PI2 , (92) 

T is the exciton lifetime and A 11 (t) is the Fourier transform of Am-n (t). Taking 

the Laplace transform of Equation 91 gives (29] 

(93) 

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of Equation 93 and using Equations 81, 82 

and 92 gives [31] 

(94) 

where the t:: integration is on the Bromwich contour. An explicit evaluation of the 

Laplace transform in Equation 94 leads to (31] 

I(t) = I(O) e-~ [1- e-atb lot duJ1 (bu) ea(t2 -u2 )
112r (95) 

where 

b = 4 V sin ( 7] /2) . (96) 

Equation 95 can be rewritten by integrating by parts, using recurrence formulas 

for Bessel functions and making a change of variables. The result is [32,33] 

I (t) =I (0) e-~ { Jo (bt) e-at+ a lt duJ0 [b (t2 - u2) 112] e-a(t-u)2
} 

2 (97) 
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Equation 97 gives the transient grating intensity for any degree of coherence of 

the exciton migration process. The extreme limits are obtained immediately. For 

purely coherent motion, a = 0 and we get an oscillatory signal [31] 

I (t) = I (0) e-3! [Jo (bt)]2 • (98) 

For completely incoherent motion with small intersite interactions, a --+ oo, V--+ 

oo, 2V2 /a =F, and we get, from Equation 94, a purely exponential signal [31] 

I (t) =I (0) e-3! exp { -2t [4F sin 2 (q/2)]}. (99) 

For incoherent exciton motion with arbitrary value of the ratio V fa, the transient 

grating signal intensity is given by [31,32] 

This equation is significant because of its ability t_o describe any degree of coherence 

present in signals which appear to be exponential. This is particularly important 

when the time resolution of the experiment is much coarser than 1/ a and the rich 

structure given by Equation 97 is entirely hidden. 

In the continuum limit (i.e. the crystal is approximated by a continuum), 

a--+0 which implies 71 --+0 and Equation 99 gives in this case [31] 

I (t) =I (0) e-3! exp [-2td2 n] (101) 

where a = qfa and D = Fa2 is the exciton diffusion constant. Equation 101 

represents the result obtained by Salcedo et al. [26]. Their theoretical approach 

assumed that the exciton population distribution, n(x,t), evolves in time through 

the continuum diffusion equation 

an (x, t) = Da2n (x, t) _ an (x, t) 
at ax2 T 

(102) 

with the initial condition 

1 
n(x,O) = '2[1 +cos(dx)] (103) 
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Equations 102 and 103 lead to the solution [26] 

n(x,t) = ~e-* [1 + e-a2Dtcos(Ax)]. (104) 

The transient signal is proportional to the square of the grating depth, i.e. 

I(t) ex [n(O,t)-n(~,t)r (105) 

where 

A= ;\f[2sin(0/2)] (106) 

is the grating spacing. Equations 104 and 105lead to the result given by Equation 

101. 

The ion-ion interaction rate, V, and the exciton scattering rate, ~' can be 

used to calculate the parameters describing the exciton migration properties. These 

parameters are the diffusion coefficient 

(107) 

the mean free path 

(108) 

the diffusion length 

Ln = (2Dr )1/ 2 (109) 

and the number of sites visited between scattering events 

(110) 

Experimental Procedure 

The experimental setup for nondegenerate four-wave-mixing (FWM) is shown 

in Figure 13. The output of an argon-ion laser tuned to the 465.8 nm emission line 

was used to excite resonantly the 1 G4 level of the Tm ions. The laser output with 

a power of 85 mW was split into two beams (write beams) of equal intensity, which 

were focused to waists of "' 300/Lm and crossed inside the sample at an angle fJ to 
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Figure 13. Experimental setup for nondegenerate four-wave-mixing; M-mirrors; 
BS-beam splitter; CH-chopper; F-filter; PMT-photomultiplier tube 
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form a sine wave interference pattern. The difference in the optical path lengths of 

the write beams was less than the coherence length of the laser. Through optical 

absorption the sinusoidal interference pattern of the write beams created a spatial 

population distribution of the Tm ions in the 3F 4 metastable. state with the same 

pattern. Owing to the difference in the complex refractive index between the re

gions of high concentration of ions in the excited state and those containing ions in 

the ground state, this population distribution acted as a refractive-index grating. 

To probe the properties of this LIG, the output of a 15 mW He-Ne laser at 632.8 

nm was used. The pro be beam was focused on the grating with a beam waist of 

"' 200pm. Its allignment was carefully adjusted to satisfy the Bragg scattering 

condition for the orientation of the LIG. The scattered signal beam was detected 

by an RCA C31034 photomultiplier tube with a He-Ne laser-line interference filter, 

used to eliminate the sample fluorescence, and was then processed by an EG&G 

signal averager and stored on a computer. To analyse the transient behavior of 

the grating, the write beams were mechanically' chopped off and on. For the low 

temperature measurements a cryostat with a closed cycle helium refrigerator and 

a Lake Shore temperature controller were used. 

Experimental Results and Interpretation 

The laser write beams resonantly excite the 10 4 level of the Tm ions after 

which there is rapid radiative and non-radiative relaxation to the 3F 4 level. After 

relaxation to the 3F 4 level, long range energy migration occurs. This process 

was investigated using LIG spectroscopy. Laser-induced grating decay kinetics 

were measured in samples 1, 2 and 3 for different grating spacings and different 

temperatures. No LIG signal was detected in sample 4 for write beams crossing 

angles greater than 3°, probably due to the very low concentration of Tm ions 

in this sample. The decay kinetics were found to be exponential, and consistent 

with the fluorescence decay dynamics of the Tm 3F 4 metastable level in each of 

the samples investigated. This shows that for these excitation conditions the LIG 
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signals are associated with transient population gratings of Tm3+ ions in this 

metastable level. The LIG signal transient decays were found to be dependent 

on the grating spacing in all three sampl~s, indicating the presence of long range 

energy migration. This dependence weakens considerably at low temperatures, 

implying lower migration rates at these temperatures. Figure 14 shows a typical 

LIG transient decay curve at room temperature and a grating spacing of 3.3 p.m 

(i.e. a crossing angle between the write beams of 8°). The filled circles represent 

experimental points, and the solid line is the theoretical prediction discussed below. 

The properties of the LIG transient decay kinetics provide information about 

the excitation migration among Tm ions in the metastable state. To model the 

LIG decay dynamics, the generalized master equation ( GME) theory developed 

by Kenkre was used. For transient LIG signals exhibiting exponential decays, the 

time dependence of the signal is given by Eq. 100. This equation was fit to the 

measured transient LIG signal decays, treating V and a as adjustable parameters. 

The distance a was taken to be the average nearest neighbor distance between 

Tm3+ ions assuming a random distribution. This is given by (34] 

a= 0.55 (nTm)-113 (111) 

where nTm is the concentration of the Tm3+ ions in the sample. The LIG decay 

kinetics were investigated for several grating spacings and for a variety of temper

atures and Tm3+ ion concentrations. Typical values of a and V obtained from 

fitting Eq. 100 to these data are listed in Table III, where the± error bars express 

the sensitivity of the fit to the listed values of the adjustable parameters. It should 

be pointed out that the fits were not unique, but other values of a and V that gave 

equivalent fits to the data had magnitudes that were not physically reasonable for 

these parameters. 

A theoretical estimate for the ion-ion interaction rate can be obtained using 

Eq. 38. If we consider the excitation migration as a nearest-neighbor hopping 

process, an average ion to ion hopping time can be defined as 

(112) 
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Figure 14. LIG transient decay pattern from sample 1 at room temperature and a 
grating spacing of 3.3 J.Lm. Filled circles - experimental points, solid 
line - theoretical fit 



TABLE III 

ION-ION INTERACTION RATE AND EXCITON 
SCATTERING RATE AT ROOM 

TEMPERATURE 

Sample a V a 

1 5.0±2.0 170±30 4.9 

2 1.5±0.6 62±12 5.9 

3 0.7±0.3 27±6 6.7 

6 0.5±0.2 65±12 5.9 

47 
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and an average ion-ion interaction rate can be calculated using Eqs. 38 and 112 

( ) -1 2 
Thop = "Y • {113) 

Above, "Y is given by Eq. 37, where, for the case considered here, Ro represents 

the critical interaction distance for the Tm-Tm migration process and cA is the 

concentration of Tm ions (both the donors and acceptors are Tm ions). Figure 15 

shows a plot of the nearest neighbor interaction rate, V, versus Tm concentration. 

The solid circles represent the values of V determined from fitting Eq. 100 to the 

experimental data. The line represents the theoretical prediction for the average 

ion-ion interaction rate calculated using Eq. 113. The value used for TD in Eq. 

113 was 11 ms . This was obtained from the fluorescence lifetime of the Tm 3F 4 

level measured in a lightly doped sample (sample 4). As can be seen in Figure 15, 

there is a good agreement between the values of V determined from experimental 

data and those predicted theoretically. 

The ion-ion interaction rate and the excitation scat'tering rate obtained from 

the experimental data can be used in Eqs. 107, 108, 109 and 110 to calculate 

the parameters describing the exciton migration properties. The values obtained 

for these parameters for each of the samples investigated are listed in Table IV, 

where Dexp represents the diffusion coefficients calculated using the experimental 

results and Eq. 107 and Dtheory are the theoretical predictions discussed below. 

Tables III and IV show that, for each sample, a <V, and a< Lm <::A {A is of the 

order of a few microns). Thus the excitation migration in these samples is a long 

mean-free-path type of random walk instead of a migration in which each step of 

the random walk involves a scattering event. 

A theoretical prediction for the diffusion coefficient for energy migration 

among the donors {Tm ions) can be calculated using Eq. 62. The values ob

tained, listed in Table IV, are of the order of I0-11-10-10 cm2/s, which is more 

than two orders of magnitude smaller than the measured values. The large discrep

ancy between the predicted values of D and those obtained from the experimental 

results may be partly due to the fact that the theoretical models presented in the 
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Sample 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

6 

TABLE IV 

EXCITATION MIGRATION PARAMETERS 
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 

Ns Dtheory 

3.0xlo-s 240.4 2.19 48 l.Ox10-10 

1.8x1o-s 344.9 1.53 58.5 0.6xl0-10 

0.9xlo-s 365.5 1.34 54.5 0.4xl0-10 

5.9x1o-s 1085 2.30 183.9 0.6 X 10-10 
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section "Multistep Energy Transfer" consider the excitation migration among the 

donor ions as a process in which a scattering event occurs on every hop of the 

excitation to another site. This corresponds to excitation migration parameters, 

a ~ V. However, the analysis of the LIG data obtained here has shown that 

a <: V for the samples investigated here. 

The values of the excitation migration parameters for sample 2 which is co

doped with Ho ions can be used to estimate the overall energy transfer rate from 

the Tm to the Ho ions. Assuming a simple model of excitation hopping to the 

nearest neighbor (which may be either Tm3+ or Ho3+), the probability per unit 

time of making a hop is given by 

(114) 

Assuming the ions are uniformly distributed, the probability that a hop is to a 

Ho ion is 1/12 (from the ratio of the Tm and Ho ion concentrations in sample 2). 

The energy transfer rate from the donors (Tm ions) to the acceptors (Ho ions) can 

then be calculated using Eqs. 114, 110 and 108 to be 

(115) 

This equation predicts an energy transfer rate of KTm-.Ho = 7.3 x 103s-1 . The 

value obtained here for the overall Tm-Ho transfer rate is within a factor of 2 of the 

value calculated in the section "Time Resolved Fluorescence Spectroscopy" using 

the results of the fluorescence spectral dynamics measurements. Considering the 

simplifying approximations used in both approaches, these values are in reasonably 

good agreement. One obvious simplification in the excitation hopping model is 

the assumption that the ions are uniformly distributed. Effects of nonuniform ion 

distributions and inhomogeneous broadening can affect the value derived for the 

overall energy transfer rate. 

LIG decay kinetics were measured in sample 1 at several different tempera

tures. Figure 16 shows the results obtained for variation of the ion-ion interaction 

rate, V, with temperature. The open circles represent the values of V obtained 
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from fitting Eq. 100 to the transient LIG signal decay curves. Using Eq. 18 and 

the spectra in Figure 7, the critical interaction distance at a temperature of 12 K 

for the Tm 3F 4 migration process was calculated to be 11.5 A. This value was used 

in Eq. 113 to calculate theoretical predictions for the ion-ion interaction rate at 12 

K. The filled circles represent the ion-ion interaction rates predicted by Eq. 113. 

As can be seen in Figure 16, the ion-ion interaction rate decreases as temperature 

is lowered. The good agreement between the theoretical prediction and the exper

imental result at 12 K, indicates that this decrease is due to the decrease in the 

value of the critical interaction distance due to a decrease in the spectral overlap 

integral as temperature is lowered. 

Figure 17 shows a plot of the excitation scattering rate, a, versus tempera

ture. The filled circles are values of a obtained from fitting Eq. 100 to the transient 

LIG signal decay curves. The possible excitation scattering mechanisms include 

scattering by defects, optical phonons, and acoustic phonons. Each of these pro

cesses has a different temperature dependence. Scattering by acoustic phonons is 

generally the dominant mechanism at low temperatures. This type of scattering 

results in a predicted temperature dependence [35] of a ex T312• The solid line in 

Figure 17 represents a best fit to the experimental points assuming a T312 depen

dence. As can be seen in Figure 17, this theory provides a reasonable prediction 

for the observed variation of a with temperature. 

It is seen in Tables III and IV that the values obtained for a and D for 

sample no.6 differ by about a factor of 3 from the values obtained for sample 

no. 2, although both samples have the same Tm concentration. However, the Ho 

ions in sample 2 act as traps for the excitation migrating among the Tm ions, 

while the Er ions in sample 6 act as scattering centers and this role needs to be 

characterized. In order to do that, more investigations are needed to determine 

the type of excitation scattering mechnisms that take place in this sample. 

The concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficients for energy migra

tion in the 3F 4 level of the Tm ions determined from LIG analysis for samples 1,2 

and 3 is shown in Figure 18. The circles are values calculated from experimental 
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results and the line represents the best fit to the experimental points assuming a 

n¥~ dependence. As can be seen in Figure 18, this prediction is in good agreement 

with the observed results. This type of concentration dependence is predicted by 

all of the theories developed to describe a random walk type of excitation migration 

[16,18,23,25,29]. 

Discussion 

Other investigations [36] have shown that there is some energy migration 

taking place in the Tm 3H4 level and this enhances the cross- relaxation process 

that is responsible for the fluorescence quenching of this level. This migration 

is especially important at high levels of Tm ion concentration [36]. It should be 

pointed out that the excitation migration in the 3H4 level of the Tm ions makes no 

discernible contribution to the measured decay characteristics of the LIG's in any 

of the samples investigated. This is demonstrated by the fact that the excitation 

lifetime in the 3H4 level is of the order of several microseconds [36], while the 

excitation lifetime in the 3F 4 level and the decay times of the LIG's are on a 

millisecond time scale. Thus the short-lived excitation in the 3H4 level does not 

migrate over long enough distances to alter the laser-induced population grating 

pattern. 

It is known that back transfer from the 5! 7 level of the Ho ions to the 3F 4 level 

of Tm ions is efficient enough to lead to the condition of thermal equilibrium of 

the populations of these two excited states [1 ,3, 7]. The equilibration time has been 

measured to be about 200 JlS in a sample of similar Tm and Ho concentrations as 

sample no. 2 in this work [3]. Since the decay times of the LIG signals measured 

in this work were of the order of a few milliseconds, the presence of back transfer 

will simply decrease the trapping efficiency of the migrating Tm excitation energy, 

and not influence the dynamics of the grating decay. The efficient transfer of 

energy to the Ho ions can also produce a polarizability change while the ions are 

in the 5I7 level. However, the intensity of LIG signal is proportional to the square 

of the excited state population (37]. Since the concentration of the Ho ions in 
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sample 2 is 12 times smaller than that of the Tm ions, the contribution of the 

Ho ion polarizability change to the observed LIG signal will be over two orders 

of magnitude smaller than the contribution to the signal made by the Tm ions. 

Thus this contribution will be negligible. In addition, the low concentration of Ho 

ions inhibits any spatial migration of energy in their 5Jr metastable states. The 

ion-ion interaction rate between the Ho ions is estimated to be at least an order 

of magnitude smaller than that between Tm ions. Thus energy migration among 

the Ho ions plays no role in the LIG decay dynamics. 

In sample no. 6 the excitation laser beam at 465.8 nm, which pumps the 

Tm 1G4 energy level, is also absorbed into the 4T1 band of the Cr ions. This 

can be seen in Figure 19 which shows the absorption spectra measured on this 

sample at room temperature. After exciting the Cr ions into the 4T 1 band, there 

is nonradiative decay to the 4T2 / 2E states, followed by fluorescence emission from 

these thermally mixed levels [4). The fluorescence emission spectra are shown in 

Figure 20. The fluorescence lifetime of these Cr- states in the sample investigated 

here was measured to be "' 1101's. Thus the excitation migration among the Cr 

ions in these states, if any occurs, will not influence in a discernable way the decay 

dynamics of the LIG's which are on a millisecond time scale. However, the Cr ions 

may contribute to the intensity of the observed LIG's. Since the concentration of 

the Cr ions is six times smaller than that of the Tm ions, the contribution of the 

Cr ion polarizability change to the intensity of the LIG signal will be more than 

30 times smaller than the contribution made by the Tm ions. 
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Figure 19. Absorption spectrum of Cr,Tm,Er:YAG at room temperature 
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CHAPTER III 

REFRACTIVE INDEX GRATINGS IN RARE EARTH 

DOPED ALKALINE EARTH GLASSES 

Introduction 

The observation of permanent laser-induced gratings in Eu3+- doped glasses 

using four-wave-mixing (FWM) techniques was reported previously [38]. These 

gratings were produced by resonant excitation of the Eu3+ ions into the 5D2 level. 

A model was proposed [38], [39] to explain the formation of these gratings based 

on a thermally-induced change in the local glass structure at the site of the Eu3+ 

ions. This results in the description of each electronic 'level of the Eu3+ ions in 

terms of a double-minimum potential well. The model assumes that the index of 

refraction of the material changes, depending on which potential well is occupied 

by the Eu3+ ions. Laser-induced refractive index gratings in Eu3+ -doped glasses 

are important when considering such glasses for optical devices. Several potential 

uses of these types of gratings have been demonstrated [40] including holographic 

storage, demultiplexing multifrequency laser beams, and beam-to-beam informa

tion transfer. In addition, silicate glasses can be made into fibers and thus devices 

based on laser-induced gratings in Eu3+ -doped silicate glasses can be used in fiber 

optics systems. The work reported here constitutes an extension of the previous 

investigations [38], [39] and describes the variation of the FWM signal intensity 

of a series of Eu3+ -doped silicate glasses with different divalent alkaline network 

modifier ions. The temperature dependence of the signal from one of the samples 

was measured and a theoretical explanation for the change in the refractive index 

associated with the double-minimum potential well model is developed. 
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Experimental Procedure and Results 

The effect of different divalent network modifier ions on the characteristics 

of permanent laser-induced gratings was studied in five Eu3+ -doped silicate glasses 

with identical compositions except for one modifier ion which was changed through 

a series of divalent alkaline elements: Mg, Ca, Zn, Sr, Ba. The compositions of 

these glasses are listed in Table V. 

Permanent laser-induced gratings were written in each sample at room tem

perature using crossed write beams from a c.w. argon- ion laser tuned to the 465.8 

nm line in order to resonantly excite the 5D2 level of the Eu3+ ions. The two write 

beams, each having a power of 30 m W, were focused to beam waists of 400 p,m and 

superimposed inside the sample at a crossing angle of about 3°. The scattering 

efficiency of these gratings was measured using a He-Ne laser at 632.8 nm as the 

probe beam, which was focused to a waist of 200 p,m and had a power of 5 mW. 

The experimental set-up was the same as shown-in Figure 13. The writing time of 

the grating was about 15 min. 

It was found that the scattering efficiency of the laser- induced gratings 

decreased as the mass of the modifier ion increased. Figure 21 displays a plot of 

the experimental values of the scattering efficiency versus the reduced mass of the 

modifier and the rare earth ion. The solid line represents the theoretical fit to the 

experimental data as explained in next section. 

The temperature dependence of the laser-induced signal intensity in the Mg 

glass sample was measured at temperatures below and above room temperature. 

For low temperature measurements the sample was mounted in a cryostat and 

the temperature was controlled using a CTI-Cryogenics closed cycle helium re

frigerator and a Lake Shore Cryotronics model 805 temperature controller. For 

high temperature measurements the sample was mounted in a resistance heated 

furnace with a Cromel- Alumel thermocouple. The laser-induced signal intensity 

is plotted versus temperature in Figure 22. As can be seen from the graph, the 

signal intensity increases as the temperature decreases. There is a change in slope 
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TABLE V 

COMPOSITION OF GLASS SAMPLES INVESTIGATED 

Sample composition (mol%) 

Sample Network former Network modifiers Eu content 

Mg glass 65 Si02 15 Na20 5 Eu203 

15 MgO 

Ca glass 65 Si02 15 ~a20 5 Eu203 

15 CaO 

Zn glass 65 Si02 15 Na20 5 Eu203 

15 ZnO 

Sr glass 65 Si02 15 Na20 5 Eu203 

15 SrO 

Ba glass 65 Si02 15 Na20 5 Eu203 

15 BaO 
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Figure 22. Intensity of the laser-induced signal in the Mg glass sample as a function 
of temperature 
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between high and low temperature regions. The solid lines in Figure 22 correspond 

to an exponential variation of the signal intensity given by [39] 

I= Ioexp (k~T) (116) 

where ~ is an activation energy. The experimental values obtained for ~ are 

2.72x103 cm-1 for the high temperature region and about 0.25x103 cm-1 for the 

low temperature region. 

Interpretation of Results 

The laser write beams directly excite the Eu3+ ions into the 5 D2 level. There 

is nonradiative relaxation to the 5 Do level, followed by radiative emission in the 

orange, corresponding to the 5 D0 - 7 F1 transition, and radiationless relaxation to 

the ground state 7 F0 • Figure 23 shows the relevant energy levels of the Eu3+ ion 

and the processes described above. 

The model proposed previously to explain laser-induced permanent gratings 

is based on thermally-induced changes in the local glass structure at the site of the 

Eu3+ ions [39]. This model assumes that the network forming and modifier ions can 

arrange themselves in two possible equilibrium configurations leading to different 

local environments surrounding the Eu3+ ions. Each structural arrangement has 

a different refractive index. This results in double-minima potential wells for the 

electronic energy levels of the Eu3+ ions, as illustrated in Figure 24. The 5 D2 -

5 Do nonradiative relaxation of the Eu3+ ions produces high energy local vibrational 

modes [39]. It is assumed that the local heating generated by these vibrational 

modes is responsible for the laser-induced change in the local structure of the glass 

host [38]. This can be pictured as the Eu3+ ions moving from one potential well 

minimum to the other. 

In the double-minimum potential well model the total index of refraction of 

the material is given by the sum of the contributions from both configurations [38] 

(117) 
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Figure 23. Diagram of the Eu3+ ion energy levels and relaxation processes relevant 
in this work 
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where NI(II) is the population of well I(II) and ni(II) is the refractive index per ion 

in each well. The thermal equilibrium condition is written as [39] 

N1 { 00) 1111 ( ~e ) 

N11 (oo) = 111 exp - kBT {118) 

where N1,11 ( oo) represents the population of each well after the system has reached 

equilibrium, IIJ,II is the attack frequency (the number of attempts an ion in well I 

(II) makes to surmount the potential height of that well) and ~e is the asymmetry 

{the difference in the minima of the two potential wells). 

The intensity of the LIG signal is proportional to the square of the modula

tion of the refractive index [41] 

(119) 

where np and n11 are the index of refraction of the peak and valley regions of the 

grating, respectively, and they can be written as (39] 

np = n1N1p (oo) + n11N11p (oo) 

nv = n1N1v { 00) 
(120) 

The subscripts p and v refer to the peak and valley regions of the LIG and I and II 

refer to the potential well occupied. Here it is assumed that the ions in the valley 

region of the grating remain in well I at all times. 

Using Eq. 118 and the condition that the total population of the wells must 

remain constant, the LIG effective scattering efficiency is written as [39] 

_ I I ~n11-1 12 

'T/e/ I = N2 ( ) ex 2 
1 0 [1 + ~ exp (-.AL)] 

III kBT 

(121) 

where N1(0) is the population of well I before excitation (initially all ions are 

assumed [39] to be in well I) and ~n11-1 is the change in refractive index per 

ion. Using the mathematical formalism developed to describe a double-minimum 

potential well, ~e can be written as (39] 

~e = -- -exp -d --0 ;, If [ (2mVr )1
/
2
] 

tanS m 1i2 
(122) 
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where tan9 = tl.o/ tl.e, tl.o being the coupling energy [39] {i.e., tl.o = 2(<pl I H I <p2), 

I <p1) and I <p2) are the ground states of each well and H=Ho+W, H0 being the 

Hamiltonian of the unperturbed system and W a perturbation which couples states 

I <p1) and I <p2) ), k is the force constant of the initial configuration, m is the mass 

of the ion populating the well, d is the distance between the minima of well I and 

well II and V0 the potential barrier between the two wells. Inserting Eq. 122 into 

Eq. 121, the effective scattering efficiency of the LIG is given by 

I tl.nn-I 12 
{123) 

The value used form in Eq. 123 was the reduced mass of the divalent modifier 

ion and rare earth ion for each of the samples investigated. Although, realistically 

there are many ions moving and thus contributing to the formation of the two 

equilibrium configurations, we consider in this model that the main source of the 

double-minimum potential well is the change in position of the divalent modifier 

ion and the rare-earth ion. The change in position of all other ions is considered 

to be very small, so that their contribution to the double-minimum potential well 

is negligible. Equation 123 was fit to the experimental values of the scattering 

efficiency treating I tl.nn-I 12, vn/vi, nP12j(kBTtan9), and d(2Vo/n2r12 as 

adjustable parameters. The solid line in Figure 21 represents the best fit to the 

experimental data where the values found for the adjustable parameters are: 

I tl.nn-I 12= {1.58 ± 0.05) x 10-44 , 

vn/vi = 15.6 ± 0.5, 

nP12j(kBTtan9) = (2.25±0.10) x 1Q-10g112, 

d (2Vojn2) 112 = {2.55 ± 0.10) x 1011g-112. 

The sensitivity of the fit to these values of the adjustable parameters is expressed 

by the± error bars given above. 

The constant of proportionality in Eq. 123 was calculated using the fact 

that the scattering efficiency of the FWM signal is given, to a first approximation, 

by[41] 

(124) 
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Here r = D/ cos 20, where Dis the grating thickness, 20 is the angle between the 

write beams in the sample, A is wavelength of the write beams, .6.ntotal represents 

the modulation of the refractive index of the sample and a 0 is the absorption 

coefficient of the sample at the write beam frequency. 

The values of the adjustable parameters were used in Eqs. 122 and 118 to 

calculate the difference in the minima of the two wells, .6.e, the population of well 

I before excitation, NI{O), and the population of each well after the system has 

reached equilibrium, NI,II ( oo ), for each of the samples investigated in this work. 

The values of these parameters are listed in Table VI. It is observed that the 

asymmetry decreases as the mass of the divalent modifier ion increases. This same 

trend was reported [39] in a series of silicate glasses with different monovalent 

modifier ions and was attributed to the fact that the glass becomes more ordered 

as the radius of the modifier ion increases and therefore the possibility for multiple 

configurations decreases. 

The decrease in the difference between the two potential minima in the 

samples with heavier modifier ions is an indication of the fact that there is less 

thermally-induced change in the local glass structure. Because of this, it is more 

difficult to trap ions in well II in these samples. This is shown in Table VI by the 

decrease in the ratio Nn ( oo) / N1 (0) as the mass of the modifier ion increases. 

Using the value obtained for the last adjustable parameter and the fact that 

V0 must be at least as large as .6.e/2, it is possible to approximate [39] the distance, 

d, between the two potential minima, which is a measure of the average distance 

the ions move. This distance varies from 0.04 A for the Mg glass sample to 0.12 

A for the Ba glass sample, as listed in Table VI. These small values for d indicate 

that, as individual ions or groups of ions move between the two possible equilibrium 

configurations, I and II, the effect on the average configuration coordinate is very 

small. 

The change in refractive index per ion is 1.26 x 1 o-22 , and considering the 

number of ions that accumulate in well II, which is of the order of 1 x 1016 , the 

total change in the refractive index of the material is 1.26 x 1 o-6 . This is consistent 



Sample 

Mg glass 

Ca glass 

Zn glass 

Sr glass 

Ba glass 

TABLE VI 

DOUBLE-MINIMUM POTENTIAL WELL 
PARAMETERS 

1.72 6.84 0.02 6.82 0.99· 

0.99 4.59 0.49 4.10 0.89 

0.57 5.25 2.55 2.70 0.51 

0.41 7.59 5.11 2.48 0.33 

0.26 5.52 4.50 1.02 0.18 
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0.04 

0.06 

0.08 

0.09 

0.12 
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with the results obtained for silicate glasses with monovalent modifier ions in an 

earlier paper [39]. 

As reported in the previous section, the activation energy for the Mg glass 

sample for the high temperature region·was found to be 2.72xl0S cm-1 and since 

the activation energy is twice the asymmetry [39] , this would give an asymmetry 

of 1.36xl0S cm-1• This value is slightly lower than the calculated value for ~e 

listed in Table VI. However, considering the simplicity of the model used here to 

describe a complex physical system, the experimental and calculated values for ~e 

are close enough. Similar results were obtained for the glasses with monovalent 

modifier ions [46]. 

One important assumption made in the double-minimum potential well 

model is that the refractive index of the material is different for the two possible 

local configurations, that is n depends on which potential minimum is occupied by 

the Eu3+ ions [38,39]. This change in the refractive index needs to be theoretically 

explained and evaluated. 

Starting from the Clausius-Mossotti equation, the change in refractive index, 

~ntotal, between the two configurations can be related to the change in the polar

izability, ~ap, of the Eu3+ ions in configuration II as compared to configuration I 

by [42] 

(125) 

where fL = (n2 + 2) /3 is the Lorentz field correction and Ne:z: is the number density 

of the Eu3+ ions in configuration II. Using the numerical values calculated from our 

experimental data for the change in refractive index per ion, ~nu-I, the number 

of ions that have moved to well II, Nu ( oo ), and the volume of interaction of the 

laser beams inside the sample, the change in polarizability, ~ap, is calculated to 

be 0.0134 A3 • 

For a theoretical evaluation of the change in polarizability we used the model 

developed by Powell, et al. [37] to calculate the change in polarizability of the 4F 3/2 

excited state of Nd3+ compared to that of the 4I912 ground state for a variety of 

host materials. They considered that the Nd3+ ion was a multilevel system and 
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that the laser beams could interact with all possible transitions between those 

levels. Having recognized that the 4f- 4f transitions "borrow" intensity from the 

4f- 5d and 4f- ng transitions, they estimated that the main contribution to the 

change in the polarizability of the N d3+ ion was due to the 4f - 5d interactions. 

Here we consider that the change in polarizability of the Eu3+ ions in config

uration II as compared to configuration I is mainly due to the 4f - 5d transitions 

which are far from resonance and given by (37] 

3 (5d) [ l ~ - vo a.Fs 1 1 4 5d 2 
ap- 11r ( (sd) )2 - ( (sd))2 I ( f I r I ) I 

Vo -Vex - v2 v0 - v2 

(126) 

where v~sd) is the average energy of the 4f55d states, v is the energy of the laser 

photons, Vex is the energy difference between the two equilibrium configurations, I 

and II, and a.Fs is the fine structure constant. 

Figure 25 shows the relevant energy levels of the Eu3+ ions with the two 

possible local configurations of the glass host, I and II. The numerical values used 

in Eq. 126 were the free-ion values (37]. The lowest 4f55d level of the Eu3+ free ion 

is known (43] to be at 85,500 cm-1 and, due to the 20,000 cm-1 splitting of the 5d 

level, the median energy of the 4f55d manifold is at about 95,500 cm-1 . The value 

of the radial integral (4f I r I 5d} for the Eu3+ free ion is (44] 0.41 A and a.Fs = 
1/137. Using the value of ~ap calculated from the experimental results and Eq. 

125 in Eq. 126, the energy difference between the two configurations is found to 

be Vex = 3.14 X 103 cm-1• 

Since the difference between the ground state energy of the Eu3+ IOn m 

configuration II as compared to configuration I was calculated to be 1.72x103 

cm-1 for the Mg glass sample, as listed in Table VI, the remaining energy difference 

between the two configurations is accounted for by a shift of 1.42x103 cm-1 in the 

5d levels of configuration II as compared to configuration I. From Table VI, it is 

seen that the shift in the ground state energy becomes smaller as the mass of the 

modifier ion increases. This would lead to increasing shifts in the 5d levels, from 

1.42x103 cm-1 for the Mg glass sample to 2.88x103 cm-1 for the Ba glass sample. 
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Figure 25. Configuration coordinate diagram showing the relevant energy levels of 
the Eu3+ ion with the two possible local configurations of the glass 
host, I and II 
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The energy difference between the two equilibrium configurations was calcu

lated based on the free-ion value of the radial integral ( 4/ I r I 5d}. The value of 

this integral will be smaller [37 ,44] for the Eu3+ ions incorporated into a host envi

ronment. This, in turn, would mean that the energy shifts from one configuration 

to the other may be somewhat larger than those calculated using the free-ion value 

for the radial integral. Even then, the results predicted by this model are reason

able, since site-selective spectroscopy has shown [45] energy shifts in the 5d level 

of about 6,000 cm-1 from one site of the impurity ion to another in a glass host. 

However, it is also true that the value of the radial integral can change significantly 

due to a change in local environment [37]. It is impossible to tell from these results 

whether the change in the radial integral or the change in the position of the 5d 

level makes the dominant contribution to the change in the polarizability. Both 

types of changes will contribute to the observed results. 

Discussion -

Unfortunately, there is still very little known on the atomic scale concerning 

the local environment of rare earth ions doped into glass hosts. It is thought that 

ions such as Eu3+ in silicate glasses occupy interstitial sites and distort the local 

environment of the host by their Coulomb attraction of the nonbridging oxygen 

ions. This results in local environments with high nearest neighbor coordination 

numbers caused by the distortion of the rare earth ion on its surroundings. In 

producing this distortion, the trivalent rare earth ion is in competition with the 

modifier ions of the host in attracting the nonbridging oxygen ions. Modifier 

cations in the second coordination sphere increase the rigidity of the host, thus 

hindering the free formation of the rare earth ion environment. The success of 

this competition for attracting the nonbridging oxygen ions is determined by the 

relative field strengths of the rare earth and modifier ions. Thus, the larger the 

charge-to-radius ratio is for the rare earth ion compared to that of the modifier 

ions, the more the rare earth ion will be able to distort its surroundings. 
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The above discussion can be used to understand the results listed in Table VI. 

The asymmetry factor ~e for the double potential well is a measure of the ability 

of the rare earth ion to distort its local environment. If the rare earth ion is able to 

freely distort its environment, it will form a very similar local environment at each 

site resulting in a small value for the asymmetry parameter. This is reflected in 

Table VI which shows that the hosts with large modifier ions and thus low effective 

fields have small values for ~e whereas the hosts having small modifier ions with 

high electric fields have large values of ~e· This is also consistent with the results 

published previously for hosts with monovalent modifier ions (39]. The ~e values 

are larger for the glasses with divalent modifier ions compared to those found in 

similar glasses with monovalent modifier ions due to the higher local field strength 

of the former. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results presented in Chapter II provide a characterization of the energy 

transfer and migration processes in Tm,Ho:YAG, Tm:YAG and Cr,Tm,Er:YAG 

crystals. This study has characterized the individual ion-:-ion interaction processes 

separately and has shown how their combined effects lead to the efficient Tm 

sensitization of Ho luminescence that has been observed experimentally. Spatial 

energy migration was found to occur in the Tm 3F 4 level. The results of LIG 

spectroscopy show that this process occurs through a long mean-free-path random 

walk in which the migrating excitation is scatte:t:ed by acoustic phonons. The ion

ion interaction rate causing each step in the random walk is accurately described 

by an electric dipole- dipole mechanism. This decreases at low temperatures as the 

spectral overlap that characterizes the resonant interaction between neighboring 

ions decreases. The temperature and Tm ion concentration dependences of the 

results are accurately described by this model. The overall Tm-Ho energy transfer 

rate was calculated using the excitation migration parameters described above. A 

simple model assuming the Ho ions act as traps for the migrating Tm ion excitation 

gives a reasonable agreement with the transfer rate measured from fluorescence 

spectral dynamics. The trapping step is consistent with the prediction of an electric 

dipole-dipole interaction mechanism that de-excites the Tm ion in the 3F 4 level and 

excites the Ho ion to the 5h level. The rate of this interaction step is greater than 

the rate of the Tm-Tm migration step, and thus the overall transfer is a diffusion

limited process. No energy transfer from Tm to Er was detected in sample 6 for 

the excitation conditions used in this work. In addition, the parameters for the 

Tm migration process in this sample are not consistent with those obtained for the 

Tm:YAG and Tm,Ho:YAG samples. More investigations are needed to determine 
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the nature of the excitation scattering mechanism dominant in this sample and to 

characterize the role of the Er ions as scattering centers vis-a-vis that of the Ho 

ions as traps in Tm,Ho:YAG. 

In Chapter III laser induced grating spectroscopy was used to investigate 

the properties of permanent refractive index gratings in silicate glasses. Using the 

double-minimum potential well model to explain permanent laser-induced gratings 

in Eu3+ -doped glasses, a theoretical explanation was developed for the change in 

the refractive index for different local structural configurations of the material. The 

change in the refractive index was related to the change in the polarizability of the 

Eu3+ ions in the two types of configuration, which in turn, was calculated from the 

experimental data to be dap = 0.0134 A3 • The change in refractive index per ion 

was obtained as an adjustable parameter from fitting Eq. 123 to the experimental 

data and therefore has the same value for all glass samples investigated here. The 

total change in refractive index varies from host to host due to the fact that the 

number of ions moving from configuration I to configuration II is host dependent 

as shown in Table VI. However, the actual value of dnu-1 may also change a little 

from one glass host to another. The theoretical model used here can accurately 

explain all of the observed results by assuming that this change is very small so 

that its contribution to the change in total refractive index is negligible. 

On the basis of free-ion wave-functions and the assumption that the 4f-5d 

transitions make the dominant contribution to the change in polarizability between 

the two configurations, a shift in transition energy from configuration I to config

uration II of 3.14x103 cm-1 was calculated. This is a physically reasonable energy 

level shift but the actual value may be different due to the change in the value 

of the radial integral between the two configurations. Previous results on other 

types of samples indicate that this latt~r effect makes the dominant contribution 

to the polarizability change in different host environments [37]. It is interesting 

to note that the value of dnu-1 found for Pr+-doped glasses is the same as that 

found for Eu3+ in the same hosts [46]. Since the 5d levels for Pr+ are at lower 

energies than those of Eu3+, these results imply that the change in radial integral 



is more important than the change in the position of the 5d levels in determining 

the polarizability of the rare earth ions in glass hosts. 

Although the results described here extend our understanding of the forma

tion of laser-induced permanent gratings in rare earth-doped glasses, there are still 

several aspects of this phenomenon that require further investigation. The exact 

nature of the local surroundings of the rare earth ion on the atomic scale is still 

not known and finding the right rare earth-host glass combination to optimize this 

effect is still an important area of research. 
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